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Abstra t. The paper addresses a notion of on guring systems, onstru ting
them from spe i ed omponent parts with stipulated sharing. This notion is
independent of any underlying spe i ation language and has been abstra tly
identi ed with the taking of olimits in ategory theory. In parti ular, Oriat
has shown how to use a ategory of diagrams Diag(C) to express olimits of
primitive spe i ations from a ategory C. Mathemati ally it is known that
these an equally well be expressed by presheaves over C and the present paper
applies this idea to on guration. We develop an algebrai a ount of presheaves,
and show that Oriat's ategory Diag(C) is equivalent to the ategory of nitely
presented presheaves over C. The presheaf stru ture is interpreted in terms of
instan es of spe i ations and instan e redu tion and a on guration language
is outlined that expresses pre isely the nite presentations of presheaves but also
des ribes on guration in a natural way.

1. Introdu tion
The language of ategory theory is now well-established in omputer s ien e,
and it has long been re ognized that onstru ting omplex spe i ations out of
simpler ones an often be understood ategori ally in terms of olimits.
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A ategori al semanti s was given by Burstall and Goguen [BG77, BG79℄
for Clear: a language for writing stru tured spe i ations. A Clear text denotes
a many-sorted theory; the stru turing of theories is expressed by olimits in
order to take a ount of shared sub-theories. This has ontinued in work in the
algebrai approa h to spe i ation [EM90, EFHLP87℄ and also in proof-theoreti
approa hes [MFS90, SJ95℄.
Oriat [Ori96℄ has modelled the omposition of spe i ations by working
within an equiv- ategory of diagrams over an equiv- ategory of base spe i ations. An \equiv- ategory" is a ategory with a (suitably well-behaved) equivalen e relation on ea h hom-set, the point being that in onstru ting a nite
o ompletion (whi h is what is needed) the diagrams are the right obje ts but
the diagram morphisms are too on rete | the equivalen e relation must be
fa tored out.
There is an alternative onstru tion of o ompletions using presheaves instead of diagrams, whi h is des ribed by, for instan e, Ma Lane and Moerdijk
[MM92℄. If C is a small ategory, then the Yoneda embedding
y is a full and
op
faithful fun tor from C to the o omplete ategory SetC of presheaves. Every presheaf P an be expressed as a olimit of representable presheaves (i.e.
those
of the form y(X )) as follows. Asso iated with P is its ategory of elements
R
C P : its obje ts are pairs (x; X ) where X is an obje t of C and x 2 P (X ),
while a morphism from (x; X ) to (y; Y ) is a morphism
u : X ! YR in C su h
R
that x = P (u)(y). The obvious fun tor from CR P to C gives an C P -shaped
op
diagram in C, and omposing with y gives an C P -shaped diagram in SetC
of whi h P is a olimit. Every fun tor from C to a o ompleteR ategory extends
in an essentially unique way to a o ontinuous fun tor from C P . We shall be
interested in olimits of nite diagrams, and this orresponds to a restri tion to
presheaves that are nitely presented in a standard algebrai sense.
We shall show that, mathemati ally, the a ount using presheaves is equivalent to | though simpler than | Oriat's a ount using diagrams: nite diagrams orrespond to nite presentations of presheaves, Oriat's morphisms using
`zigzags' orrespond to de nitions of presheaf homomorphisms, and her equivalen e between morphisms orresponds to equality of the homomorphisms. However, our investigation shows that the presheaves are more than just a sophistiated mathemati al tri k. Using generators and relations algebrai ally to present
a presheaf orresponds in a dire t on eptual way to spe ifying omponents and
the sharing of sub omponents in a omposite system.
In [Hil95, Hil97℄ an attempt was made to de ne a \ on guration language",
in whi h omposite \ on gured" spe i ations ould be des ribed as olimits of
spe i ations already de ned, in a ategori al way that was independent of the
underlying logi of the spe i ations. The present paper develops those attempts
and outlines a on ise on guration language with a syntax based dire tly on
the algebrai presentation of presheaves.
At the same time those papers also used the term \module" to mean \uniquelynamed instan e of a spe i ation": the relationship between a spe i ation and a
module here was the same as that between an obje t lass (in the obje t-oriented
approa h) and an instan e or obje t of it. The \unique naming" of a module was
its physi al identity, analogous to the memory address of an obje t in the exe ution of an obje t-oriented program. One should bear in mind that this on i ts
with some other uses of the word \module". For instan e, module as \ omposite
stru ture wrapped up as a single unit" (su h as a program module) is more like
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the way we use \ on gured spe i ation". For this reason we now use the term
\instan e" rather than \module".
We shall show how the ( ategori al) obje ts
R
and morphisms of a ategory C P of elements an be understood as instan es
and \instan e redu tions" (i.e extra ting sub omponents), and thereby give a
dire t physi al reading to the on guration language.
The paper is arranged as follows. In Se tion 2 we present the algebrai theory
of presheaves and demonstrate that nite diagrams are nite presentations of
presheaves. We then show, in Se tion 3 how presheaf theory leads both to a
new physi al interpretation of instan es as instan es of spe i ations and to the
notion of instan e redu tion. The spe i ations that express the on guration of
systems are themselves viewed as presheaves in Se tion 4, where we outline the
new on guration language. Con lusions are drawn in Se tion 5.

2. Presheaves as Many-Sorted Algebras
Throughout this se tion we shall x a small ategory C and onsider presheaves
over it. As is well known, they are the algebras for a many-sorted algebrai
theory, and we shall examine some onsequen es of this from universal algebra.

2.1. Presentations of Presheaves
op
We de ne a presheaf P on C as a fun tor from Cop to Set. The ategory SetC
is the ategory of all presheaves on C, the morphisms being natural transformations.
The basis of our a ount is to treat presheaves as many-sorted algebras, the
sorts being the obje ts of C. The arrier of the presheaf P for the sort X is P (X ).
For ea h morphism u : X ! Y in C there is a unary operator from sort Y to sort
X . The orresponding operation in P is P (u), and we shall write uy for P (u)(y)
when y 2 P (Y ). The laws that orrespond to the ontravariant fun toriality of
P are,
idX x = x
(u ; v)x = u(vx)
We use general algebrai de nitions to de ne the notion of homomorphism
between presheaves. Let P and Q be presheaves on C. Then a homomorphism :
P ! Q is a family of fun tions X from P (X ) to Q(X ) (indexed by the obje ts
X of C) that preserves the operations. That is, for ea h u : X ! Y in C we have
8y 2 P (Y ) : X (uy) = u( Y (y)). This se ond ondition is simply the naturality
square for the family ( X ) at u, so it follows that presheaf homomorphisms are
pre isely natural transformations.
The idea of a presentation by generators and relations makes sense for any
algebrai theory, see [Coh91℄, and we shall investigate it in the ase of presheaves.
For presheaves as many-sorted algebras the generators and relations must be
sorted. That is, the set G of generators must be equipped with a fun tion D :
G ! ob C that assigns a sort to ea h generator in G. Also ea h relation e1 = e2
in R must relate two expressions of the same sort. Here, e1 and e2 denote elements
of sort X of the free presheaf generated by the set G. It will turn out that the
only expressions of sort X are got by taking some generator g of sort Y and
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applying an operation u : X ! Y so every relation is of the form u1 g1 = u2 g2,
where ea h gi is of sort Yi and ui : X ! Yi .
Notation 2.1.1 We write PreShhGi for the presheaf freely generated by G and
PreShhG j Ri for the presheaf presented by generators G and relations R.
Let us re all the universal property of PreShhG j Ri. A model of (G; R) in
a presheaf P is an interpretation of ea h g 2 G as an element of P (D(g)) su h
that ea h relation r 2 R holds in P . The presheaf PreShhG j Ri, itself, has a
anoni al, generi model of (G; R), so any homomorphism from PreShhG j Ri
to P yields a model of (G; R) in P , by applying to the generi model. The
universal property of PreShhG j Ri is that this gives a bije tion between, on the
one hand, homomorphisms from PreShhG j Ri to P , and, on the other, models
of (G; R) in P . Universal algebra assures us that a PreShhG j Ri satisfying this
exists, and is unique up to isomorphism.
Example 2.1.2 Suppose C is the ategory with two obje ts, X and Y , and
one morphism u : X ! Y (and two identity morphisms, of ourse). A presheaf P
over C is a pair of sets P (X ) and P (Y ) equipped with a fun tion, the u operation
from P (Y ) to P (X ). Suppose we present a presheaf Q by generators g1 and g2
(both of sort Y ) subje t to ug1 = ug2 : Q = PreShhg1 ; g2 : Y j ug1 = ug2i. Then
Q(Y ) = fg1; g2 g, and Q(X ) has a single element to whi h u maps both g1 and g2.
A model of the presentation in a presheaf P is a pair of elements g10 ; g20 2 P (Y )
for whi h ug10 = ug20 , and it is easy to he k that these orrespond exa tly to
homomorphisms from Q to P .
It is important to understand the universal property of PreShhG j Ri, sin e
later it will form the basis of our a ount of homomorphisms between nitely
presented presheaves.
Proposition 2.1.3 Let X be an obje t of C. Then the representable presheaf
y(X ), de ned by y(X )(Y ) = C(Y; X ), is freely generated by idX 2 y(X )(X ):
in other words PreShhg : X i 
= y(X ) with g orresponding to idX .
Proof. This is pre isely the Yoneda lemma. Let P be a presheaf and idX 7! g 0 a
fun tion from fidX g ! P (X ), where g0 2 P (X ). By Yoneda, there is a unique
natural transformation (presheaf homomorphism) from y(X ) to P for whi h
X (idX ) = g0 .

Proposition 2.1.4 Let G be a set, sorted by a fun `
tion D : G ! ob C, and
let PG be the free presheaf PreShhGi. Then PG (X ) 
= g2G C(X; D(g)).
Proof. By Yoneda, PG is the oprodu t of the representables orresponding to
elements of G, and it is easy to he k that the oprodu t of presheaves is just
sortwise disjoint union.
Let us now investigate the e e t of adding relations e1 = e2 , where the expressions e1 and e2 an be taken to be elements of PreShhGi. From Proposition 2.1.4
we see that these relations an be written in the form ug = u0 g0 where g; g0 are
in G, u : X ! D(g) and u0 : X ! D(g0 ) are morphisms in C with ommon
sour e X .
That is the general form of presentation, but we shall show how to redu e
it to a diagrammati form that presents the same presheaf (up to isomorphism)
but an be expressed in the form of a diagram. The idea is that for ea h relation
ug = u0 g0 , we introdu e a new generator h with relations in a spe ial form:
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h = ug and h = u0 g0 . Sin e the new generators are expli itly de ned in terms of
the old ones, they don't make any di eren e to the presheaf presented.
Suppose we have a presentation, with G the set of generators and R the set
of relations. We an onstru t a new presentation (G0 ; R0 ) as follows. G0 is the
disjoint union of G and R. The sorting fun tion D0 : G0 ! ob C agrees with D
on G, and on R the sort of the relation ug = u0 g0 is the ommon sour e X of
u and u0. The set R0 has two relations rl and rr for ea h relation r 2 R. If r is
ug = u0 g0 , then rl is idX r = ug, rr is idX r = u0 g0 .
Lemma 2.1.5 PreShhG j Ri is isomorphi to PreShhG0 j R0 i.
Proof. Let us write P and P 0 for PreShhG j Ri and PreShhG0 j R0 i. De ne
: P ! P 0 by (g) = g in G0 . For a relation ug = u0 g0 in R, we have
u (g) = ug = idX r (by rl )
= u0 g0 (by rr )
= u0 (g0 )
Hen e respe ts the relations R and de nes a homomorphism. Now we de ne
: P 0 ! P by (g) = g; (r) = ug where r is ug = u0 g0 . For rl we have,
idX (r) = idX (ug ) = (idX

; u)g = ug = u (g) :

For rr we have,
idX (r) = ug = u0 g 0 = u0 (g 0 ) :
Hen e de nes a homomorphism.
We have ( (g)) = (g) = g; so Æ = idP : Also ( (g)) = (g) = g and
( (r)) = (ug) = u (g) = ug = idX r = r, so Æ = idP :
0

2.2. Presentations as Diagrams
In the light of Lemma 2.1.5, we an always manipulate a presentation into an
equivalent one (equivalent in the sense of presenting an isomorphi presheaf) in
whi h all relations are of the form g = ug0 where u : D(g) ! D(g0 ). But the
data of su h a presentation are just those of a diagram D : ! C. G is the
node set of the shape graph, D interprets nodes as obje ts of C, the edge set
is R, and the formal equation e : g = ug0 gives e a sour e and target (g and
g0 ) and an interpretation D(e) = u as a morphism of C. (So if we start with
D given, then the relations are g = D(e)g0 for ea h edge e : g ! g0 .) Hen e
presentations of presheaves by generators and relations in this spe ialized form
are simply diagrams in C. Finite presentations are equivalent to nite diagrams.
We shall say that su h a system of generators and relations is in diagrammati
form. For spe i ational purposes it turns out to be useful to have the exibility
of the general form of relation. However, to make pre ise the link with Oriat's
work we need to devote some onsideration to the diagrammati form.
We de ne diagrams as graph morphisms from a shape graph [Ma 71, BW90℄
rather than, as is often done, fun tors from a shape ategory [Ori96℄. Although
we ould extend a graph morphism to a fun tor (by repla ing the shape graph
by its path ategory) there is no gain | in fa t the link with presheaf theory
be omes more tenuous. This will be ome learer when we de ne morphisms
between diagrams.
Proposition 2.2.1 Let D : ! C be a diagram giving generators and rela-
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tions G and R as above. Then PreShhG j Ri is a olimit of the orresponding
diagram of representable presheaves.
Proof. We show that PreShhG j Ri is a olimit of D ; y. A o one j : D ; y !
Q omprises, rst, for ea h node g in G a homomorphism j (g) : y(D(g)) !
Q. That is, (by Yoneda) an element xg = j (g)(idD(g) ) in Q(D(g)). Next, the
ommutativity part of being a o one requires that for ea h edge e : g ! g0 in
R we have j (g) = y(D(e)) ; j (g0 ). But for this equation to hold, it suÆ es |
again by Yoneda | that the two sides should agree on idD(g) . That is,
xg = j (g)(idD(g) ) = j (g0 )(y(D(e))(idD(g) )) = j (g0 )(D(e)) = D(e)xg
Hen e des ribing a o one from D ; y is equivalent to des ribing a model of
(G; R), and it follows by omparing universal properties that PreShhG j Ri is a
olimit of D ; y.
Proposition 2.2.2 Let G and R be generators and relations in diagrammati
form, and let us write PG , P for PreShhGi and PreShhG j Ri. For ea h X in
ob C, de ne a relation  on P (X ) by ug  vh i there is some w su h that
v = u ; w and g = wh is a relation in R. Let  be the equivalen e relation
generated by . Then  is a ongruen e, and PG =  is isomorphi to P .
Proof. If ug  vh then learly tug  tvh for all t, from whi h it follows that
 is a ongruen e and PG =  is a presheaf. If g = wh is a relation in R then
g  wh, so the ongruen e lasses of the generators give a model for (G; R)
in PG =  and hen e a homomorphism from P to PG = . Now let be the
obvious homomorphism from PG to P , then (g) = g. If ug  vh, with w as in
the de nition, then (ug) = u (g) = ug = uwh = vh = v (h) = (vh), and
it follows that fa tors via 0 from PG =  to P . The homomorphisms 0 and
are mutually inverse, as is readily he ked by their a tions on the generators.
0

2.3. Diagram Morphisms and Zigzags
There is an obvious notion of morphism between diagrams that orresponds
to natural transformations between fun tors: if D : ! C and D0 : 0 !
C are the diagrams, then it omprises a graph morphism T : ! 0 with
morphisms g : D(g) ! D0 (T (g)), for ea h g 2 G, su h that for ea h edge e :
g ! g0 in R, g ; D0 (T (e)) = D(e) ; g . Unfortunately, as Oriat shows [Ori96℄,
it is inadequate for onstru ting a diagram ategory that an serve as the nite
o ompletion of C. She orre ts this with two me hanisms. First she generalizes
the diagram morphisms using \zigzags". This gains enough morphisms, but they
are too on rete. The se ond me hanism is to de ne an equivalen e relation
\equiv" on them. (A tually equiv is a rather spe ial ase of 2- ategory stru ture.)
The following de nitions are based on Oriat's in [Ori96℄.
De nition 2.3.1 (A Zigzag) Let be a graph. A zigzag Z of is a tuple
(k; ZN ; ZE ) where,
 k 2 N is the length of Z
 ZN is a sequen e hg0 ; : : : ; gk i of length (k + 1) of nodes of
 ZE is a sequen e h0 ; : : : ; k 1 i of length k su h that for 0  i  k 1, either
0
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i is an edge ei of with ei : gi ! gi+1 or i is a `reversed edge' ei with
ei : gi+1 ! gi
That is, ea h edge ei has an arbitrary orientation as in the zigzag,
e
e
e
e
g0 0- g1  1 g2  2 g3 : : : gk 1 k -1 gk
that is denoted by Z : g0 ; gk .
For ea h node g of there is an empty zigzag 0g : g ; g. We denote the
graph with the same node set G as and with edges that are zigzags of by
Zigzag ( ).
Zigzag ( ) is a tually a ategory | zigzags an be omposed. However, it has
an additional stru ture in that zigzags an be reversed . Abstra tly, we an see
this as an involution on the ategory.
De nition 2.3.2 (An Involution) An involution on a ategory C is a fun tor  : C ! Cop that is the identity on obje ts, and for whi h  ;  op = IdC .
(C;  ) is an involution ategory . An involution fun tor is a fun tor that preserves
involution. We shall not prove this here, but it is easy to show that Zigzag ( ) is
the free involution ategory over the graph .
De nition 2.3.3 (A Generalized Graph Morphism) A generalized graph
morphism T from graph to 0 , denoted by T : ; 0 is a graph morphism
from to Zigzag ( 0 ).
By the universal property mentioned above, we see that generalized graph
morphisms from to 0 are equivalent to involution fun tors from Zigzag ( )
to Zigzag ( 0 ), and it follows that they an be omposed. In fa t, the ategory
of graphs and generalized graph morphisms is just the Kleisli ategory for the
Zigzag monad.
Before de ning morphisms between diagrams we need a further notion.
De nition 2.3.4 (Conne ting Morphisms by a Zigzag in a Diagram)
Let be a graph. Let D : ! C be a diagram in C and g; g0 be nodes
of . Let u; u0 2 mor C where u : X ! D(g) and u0 : X ! D(g0 ) and let
Z : g = g0 ; g0 = gk be a zigzag in , through nodes gi as in De nition 2.3.1.
Then a onne tion from u to u0 by Z is a sequen e of morphisms i : X !
D(gi ); (0  i  k) su h that u = 0 ; u0 = k and for 0  i  k 1,

i ; D(ei ) = i+1 if i = ei : gi ! gi+1
i+1 ; D(ei ) = i if i = ei ; ei : gi+1 ! gi
When su h a onne tion exists we say that u is onne ted to u0 by Z and write
u D u0 [Z ℄. The morphisms i an be viewed as a one from X 2 ob C to the
diagram orresponding to the zigzag Z .
Lemma 2.3.5 Let D : ! C be a diagram with node and edge sets G and
R. Let P = PreShhG j Ri. Then ug = u0 g0 in P i u is onne ted to u0 by a
zigzag from g to g0 .
Proof. Let PG be the free presheaf PreShhGi. By Proposition 2.2.2, ug = u0 g 0 in
P i ug  u0 g0 in PG , where  is the equivalen e losure of . In other words,
there are elements i hi of PG , where 0  i  k, with u = 0 ; g = h0 ; u0 = k ; g0 =
hk , and for every i either i hi  i+1 hi+1 or i+1 hi+1  i hi . In the former ase
we have ei : hi ! hi+1 with i ; D(ei ) = i+1 . The latter ase is similar but the
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other way round. This sequen e of edges gives us a zigzag from g to g0 , and the
morphisms i give the onne tion from u to u0 along it.
Morphisms between diagrams are now de ned. We make only minor modi ations to the de nition by Oriat [Ori96℄ whi h is based on a path ategory.
De nition 2.3.6 (A Diagram Morphism) Let D : ! C and D0 : 0 !
C be diagrams over C. Then a morphism , F , from D to D0 is a pair (T; ) where
T : ; 0 is a generalised graph morphism and  assigns to ea h node g in
a morphism g : D(g) ! D0 (T (g)) of C, in su h a way that for every edge
e : g ! h in , the morphisms g and D(e) ; h are onne ted by the zigzag
T (e) in the graph 0 .
Oriat shows that given C, the diagrams and diagram morphisms form a
ategory. We denote this ategory by Diag(C). She also de nes an equivalen e
between diagram morphisms, and the following de nition is a modi ation of
hers.
De nition 2.3.7 (Equivalen e ) Let D : ! C and D0 : 0 ! C be
diagrams over C, and let F , F 0 : D ! D0 be diagram morphisms de ned by the
pairs (T; ) and (T 0 ; 0 ) respe tively. Then F  F 0 if for all nodes g of , g and
g0 are onne ted in the diagram D0 by a zigzag.
Oriat shows that  is a ongruen e relation in the ategory Diag(C), and it
makes Diag(C) into what she alls an equiv- ategory .
Theorem 2.3.8
Let Diag(C) be the
equiv- ategory of diagrams and let PreShfp(C) be the full
op
C
sub ategory of Set whose obje ts are the nitely presented presheaves. Then
olim gives a fun tor from Diag(C) to PreShfp (C) that is essentially surje tive,
full and `equiv-faithful' | by `equiv-faithful' we mean that for any morphisms
F , F 0 : D ! D0 in Diag(C) then olim F = olim F 0 in PreShfp(C) i F  F 0 .

Proof. On obje ts the fun tor olim takes the olimit of the orresponding diagram of representable presheaves. By Proposition 2.2.1 this is just PreShhG j Ri,
and by Lemma 2.1.5 any nitely presented presheaf is isomorphi to one of this
form, so that proves that olim is essentially surje tive.
As for morphisms, let F = (T; ) be a diagram morphism from D to D0
(we shall use the usual notation ; G; R; P; et . as in Lemma 2.3.5). For ea h
node g of we an de ne (g) = g T (g) 2 P 0 . For ea h edge e : g ! g0 of
we have g onne ted to D(e) ; g by T (e), and it follows from Lemma 2.3.5
that g T (g) = D(e)g T (g0 ) in P 0 , in other words that e is respe ted by , so
= olim F is a homomorphism from P to P 0 .
If F is the identity diagram morphism (id ; (g 7! idD(g) )) then (g) = g and
so is the identity homomorphism on P . Now suppose F is general and we also
have F 0 : D0 ! D00 with omposite F 00 = F ; F 0 . We have T 00(g) = T 0 (T (g))
and g00 = g ; T0 (g) , so 00 (g) = g T0 (g) T 0(T (g)) = g 0 (T (g)) = 0 (g T (g)) =
0 ( (g)). This proves the fun toriality of olim .
The argument an be reversed to show fullness. Suppose we have a homomorphism from P to P 0 . By the universal property of P , orresponds to a
model of (G; R) in P 0 , so for ea h g in G we have a orresponding (g) in P 0 ,
whi h must be of the form (not ne essarily unique) vh, where h is in G0 and
v : D(g) ! D0 (h) is in mor C. We thus have, for ea h g in G, some T (g) = h
0

0
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in G0 and some g = v : D(g) ! D0 (T (g)) 2 mor C. We also have, for ea h
relation e in R, that g T (g) = D(e)g T (g0) in P 0 , so by Lemma 2.3.5 we have
a zigzag T (e), say, from T (g) to T (g0 ) in 0 , and a onne tion by it from g to
D(e) ; g . Then T is a generalized graph morphism from to 0 , and (T; ) is
a diagram morphism for whi h olim (T; ) = .
To prove that olim is equiv-faithful we have to show that olim F and olim F 0
are equal as morphisms in PreShfp(C) i F  F 0 in Diag(C). Let olim F be
and olim F 0 be 0 su h that ; 0 : P ! P 0 . Equality between and 0 means
that they agree on the mapping of the generators in P . In other words, for ea h
g 2 G,
: g 7!  T (g)
0 : g 7! gg0 T 0 (g)
and g T (g) = g0 T 0(g) in P 0 . By Lemma 2.3.5, this holds if and only if g and g0
are onne ted by a zigzag in the diagram D0 , and this is the de nition of F  F 0 .
We have therefore proved that olim is equiv-faithful.
0

0

3. Instan es
The use of olimits to build omplex spe i ations out of simpler ones dates ba k
to the work of Burstall and Goguen [BG77℄ and Oriat [Ori96℄ has developed the
use of diagrams to express these olimits. Our results of Se tion 2 show that
these an equivalently be interpreted in terms of presheaves, but one might very
reasonably question what has been a hieved by this. Our goal in this se tion is
to show that the presheaf formulation ts naturally with spe i ational ideas of
on guration by omponents with sharing.

3.1. Spe i ations and their Models
Let us rst review the way that theories and theory morphisms are used as
spe i ations. A logi al theory an be taken as spe ifying a lass of stru tures,
namely its models: the theory spe i es that for a model you want arriers with
a parti ular set of fun tions and predi ates, satisfying a set of axioms. An interpretation i : T1 ! T2 between theories (using any one of a number of more
or less liberal de nitions) shows how the ingredients of T1 an be interpreted in
T2 ; but it also shows how from any model of T2 an be extra ted a model of T1.
This is known as model redu tion. As an example from algebra, the theory of
monoids an be interpreted in the theory of rings in two di erent ways, one as
the additive stru ture and one as the multipli ative. Correspondingly, any ring
an be onsidered as (`redu ed to') a monoid in two di erent ways, using its
additive or multipli ative stru ture.
Su h models are formal set-theoreti onstru tions. In spe i ation we are
interested in spe ifying systems in the real world, but nevertheless informally
we an still imagine su h systems as being spe i ed by theories, asserting our
interest in systems with ertain olle tions (as informal arriers of the sorts),
transformations (for fun tions) and properties (for predi ates). We shall use the
term instan e for su h an informal, real-world model.
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3.2. Instan e Redu tion
We shall leave aside here any deeper dis ussion of the nature of instan es of rstorder theories, though it has been argued elsewhere [Vi 95℄ that not all of lassi al
logi | or, indeed, intuitionisti logi | has suÆ ient physi al ontent and the
rst-order theories onsidered should be geometri theories. Let us instead just
take an informal postulate that we work over a ategory C, and that ea h obje t
of C has an asso iated notion of instan e. We think of ea h obje t of C as a
spe i ation and of ea h instan e as asso iated with its spe i ation.
We shall need two additional primitive informal notions. The rst is that of
equality between instan es. By this we mean physi al identity, so that two peas
in a pod (or oven- ontrol instan es in a box) may be totally indistinguishable but
are not onsidered equal. The se ond is that of instan e redu tion , analogous to
model redu tion, by whi h instan es of one lass an be extra ted from instan es
of another.
In working over a ategory C, we take an additional informal postulate that
ea h morphism of C orresponds ontravariantly to a notion of instan e redu tion. If f : X ! Y in C, and I is an instan e for Y , then we shall write fI for
the orresponding redu t for X .
Example 3.2.1 Consider a system of lifts in an oÆ e building. We suppose
Lift is a lass of instan es | the instan es are the a tual lifts. Ea h lift has
(amongst other things) a series of all buttons, so there ould be a lass CButton
whose instan es are series of all buttons. There is instan e redu tion from Lift
instan es to CButton instan es: given any lift, we an point out its all buttons
and so display a CButton instan e.
In terms of rst-order theories we might well have theories for Lift and CButton with an interpretation from CButton to Lift for whi h the redu tion is as
des ribed. However, for our present purposes there is no need to do this. We
shall simply assume that we have a ategory C of primitive spe i ations and
that it in ludes obje ts Lift and CButton with a morphism i : CButton ! Lift .
If L is a Lift instan e, then iL will denote its all buttons.
Now suppose we want two lifts, working side by side. Naturally they should
share their all buttons, so we an spe ify this on guration by saying we want:
 an instan e L1 for Lift
 an instan e L2 for Lift
 su h that iL1 = iL2
But this is formally equivalent to presenting a presheaf over C! The generators
are L1 and L2 , and the one relation is iL1 = iL2. Example 2.1.2 shows its
on rete stru ture with two elements in the arrier for Lift and one in that for
CButton . We an express it in the diagrammati form as:
 an instan e L1 for Lift
 an instan e L2 for Lift
 an instan e CB for CButton
 su h that CB = iL1
 and CB = iL2
Lemma 2.1.5 shows that this presents an isomorphi presheaf.
We thus see that the notation of presheaf presentations is just what we need
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for des ribing systems as on gured from a number of omponents (instan es,
orresponding to generators) with some sharing ( orresponding to relations).
A point worth noting is that although we an spe ify equality between instan es, we an't spe ify in equality. Merely spe ifying two instan es (su h as
lifts L1 and L2 ) does not in itself for e them to be di erent. Te hni ally this is
simply an inherent limitation of what an be expressed using the olimits. With
generators and relations (G; R), distin t generators an always get mapped to
the same element in a model. Spe i ationally, perhaps the way to view this is
by plain e onomi s. If one lift is suÆ ient, why should we use two? Maybe there
are good reasons | arrying apa ity perhaps | why one is not enough, but
these ould be made expli it and not left to the on guration al ulus.

3.3. Instan es for Con gured Spe i ations
Provided we know what the instan es are for ea h obje t of the ategory C,
we an use this knowledge to say that an instan e for a on gured spe i ation (presheaf presentation) omprises a sele tion of instan es as spe i ed that
satisfy the equations given (for instan e, two Lift instan es sharing a CButton
instan e). To put this on a slightly more formal footing, imagine that we do have
a set-theoreti des ription of all the instan es for ea h obje t of C. This amounts
to a presheaf over C, Sto k , say, des ribing all available instan es. We hoose a
presheaf be ause we need to know the instan e redu tions. If another presheaf
P is presented by generators and relations, then an instan e for the on gured
spe i ation P is simply a presheaf homomorphism from P to Sto k . Moreover,
if we have another presheaf P 0 , and a homomorphism f : P ! P 0 , then preomposition with f gives a uniformly de ned instan e redu tion from instan es
for P 0 to instan es for P . The a tual value of Sto k here was irrelevant; the
general argument shows if we thought C originally related informally to some
idea of physi ally existing instan es, then from Theorem 2.3.8 we an reasonably suppose that PreShfp(C) does too. This an be repeated to give general
spe i ations onstru ted by repeated a ts of on guration.

4. A Con guration Language
A system on guration is a des ription of how a system is built from its omponent parts and we shall des ribe this using a language that re e ts the primitive
notions of \instan e of a spe i ation", instan e redu tion, and equality of instan es. A on guration in the language asserts the requirement of ertain omponents with ertain equalities and sharing amongst them: in brief, it des ribes
how instan es are ombined with sharing.
At the same time, su h on gurations are formally equivalent to presentations
of presheaves by generators and relations, and this enables us to view them (using
the results of Se tion 2) as olimits of spe i ations. Consequently, the diagrams
of Oriat ome to be seen rather on retely as on gurations. As we shall see, this
is even more striking with the diagram morphisms, whi h are seen as des ribing
how to implement one kind of on guration as part of another.
From a straightforward reading of Se tion 2 we might onsider that we
start o with a ategory C of \spe i ations" and onstru t a new ategory
Con g(C) of \ on gurations", onstru ted out of instan es for spe i ations in
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C | that is, in fa t, how we shall develop this se tion. However, the arguments
of this se tion suggest that on gurations themselves an be regarded as \ on gured" spe i ations. Certainly we an explain what their instan es are and what
the redu tion along diagram morphisms is. We therefore take the view that onguration \ on gures new spe i ations out of old ones" and an be iterated.
An iterated onstru tion is an expli itly hierar hi al, un attened spe i ation,
and our semanti aim is to express, independently of the logi , this hierar hi al
stru ture that does so mu h to aid omprehension of the human reader by grouping the information into \mind-sized bites" (to use Seymour Papert's phrase in
[PAP80℄). The ategori al formalization of this has already been suggested in
[Hil95, Hil97℄ and mu h further work is required to elaborate it rigorously in the
presheaf setting. For the moment, note that the syntax of the language is not
intended to distinguish between primitive spe i ations and on gurations (nor
between the orresponding morphisms).
The language treats three on epts, namely the ategori al obje ts, morphisms and equality between morphisms, and these are des ribed in the following
three subse tions. We shall not give a detailed syntax but outline it by simple
examples.

4.1. Con gured Spe i ations
The ategori al obje ts are the on gured spe i ations. These orrespond to
presheaf presentations or diagrams.
Example 4.1.1 Consider Example 3.2.1. The on guration des ribed there
would appear in our language (using the diagrammati form of presentation) as:
spe Diag Twolifts is
instan es
CB : CButton ;
L1 : Lift ;
L2 : Lift ;
equations
e1: CB = i L1 ;
e2: CB = i L2
endspe
or, equivalently and more brie y (in the general form of presentation) as:
spe Twolifts is
instan es
L1 : Lift ;
L2 : Lift ;
equations
e1: i L1 = i L2
endspe
If the spe i ations of the omponent parts and morphisms between the spe i ations are obje ts and morphisms of some ategory C (this is non-trivial if
we allow iterated on guration but we defer the question to further study) then
a on guration des ribes generators and relations for a presheaf. The generators
are the instan es, the sorting fun tion is impli it in their de larations, and their
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relations are as des ribed. Note that we have labelled the relations. We shall see
the labels in use when we look at on guration morphisms.

4.2. Con guration Morphisms
We now turn to morphisms between on gured spe i ations. Formally these
orrespond to presheaf homomorphisms or diagram homomorphisms. For spe i ations they orrespond to implementations of one on guration in another
(and in fa t we shall all them implementations). Equivalently, but in the reverse dire tion, they also orrespond to des riptions of instan e redu tions.
Re all the dis ussion of Se tion 2. If P = PreShhG j Ri and P 0 = PreShhG0 j
R0 i, then a homomorphism from P to P 0 is de ned by two things. First, we de ne
an assignment M 7! fM 0 for ea h M 2 G. (We have hanged the notation to
mat h our view of generators as instan es | M 0 2 G0 and f 2 mor C). Se ond,
for ea h relation M = hN in R, we must show that the equation fM 0 = hgN 0
(where N 7! gN 0 is the assignment for N ) holds in P 0 . This equation will not in
general be itself in R0 , but must be dedu ed from those that are using a hain
of equations linking fM 0 to hgN 0. Ea h link an be:
1. uK 0 = uvL0 for some relation K 0 = vL0 in R0 (su h a link orresponds to 
in Proposition 2.2.2), or
2. the same but with the equation the other way round, that is, uvL0 = uK 0
( orresponding to op ), or
3. uK 0 = vK 0 where the equality of morphisms u = v is already known ( orresponding to nothing in Proposition 2.2.2, sin e it is already equality in the
free presheaf PreShhG0 i).
If the presentations are treated as on gured spe i ations, S and S 0 , then
a homomorphism is to be thought of as an implementation of S by S 0 | that
is to say, any instan e for S 0 also implements S , be ause it ontains within
itself an instan e for S . To des ribe this implementation we must say how the
individual ingredients of S are interpreted in S 0 (by the assignments M 7! fM 0)
and dis harge a proof obligation that the equations in S are respe ted by these
assignments. Our syntax for on guration morphisms therefore in ludes both
assignments and proof, as in the following example:
Example 4.2.1 (from Example 4.1.1) We de ne a morphism from the on guration Twolifts to the on guration, in diagrammati form, Diag Twolifts . The
de nition gives the assignment of the instan e omponents of Twolifts to the
instan e omponents of Diag Twolifts , as well as he king that the equation in
Twolifts is respe ted by these assignments.
implementation h: Twolifts ! Diag Twolifts
L1 7! L1 ;
L2 7! L2 ;
To he k e1 of Twolifts:
i L1 7! i L1
= CB by e1 ba kwards of Diag Twolifts
= i L2 by e2 forwards of Diag Twolifts
i L2
endimp
[
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The proof that the equation i L1 = i L2 in Twolifts is respe ted by the
assignment of instan es to Diag Twolifts , is by a dedu tion that uses the two
equations given in Diag Twolifts : e1 is used in a ba kwards dire tion; e2 is used
in a forwards dire tion. The symbol 7! denotes the assignment from Twolifts
to Diag Twolifts of the instan e on the left hand side of e1 of Twolifts . The
dedu tion is then made from the hain of equations in Diag Twolifts . Finally the
symbol denotes the assignment from i L2 in Twolifts to i L2 in Diag Twolifts .
Our on guration morphisms are strikingly di erent from the diagram morphisms of Oriat [Ori96℄, even though they are mathemati ally equivalent, for
the presheaf perspe tive has made us redistribute the stru ture. Re all that a
diagram morphism (T; ) omprised a generalized graph morphism T (involving zigzags) and a orrespondingly generalized natural transformation. When
we ompare this with the presheaf homomorphism stru tured as (assignments,
proof), we nd that the stru turings go in di erent dire tions. The assignments
omprise the node part of T together with the omponents g of , while the
proof omprises the edge part of T (with zigzags orresponding to hains of
equations) and the generalized naturality onditions of .
At the obje t level, the swit h to presheaf presentations was relatively shallow
mathemati ally, but for the morphisms it has appre iably lari ed the way we
handle them.
[

4.3. Equivalen e between Con guration Morphisms
We know from presheaf theory that two of Oriat's diagram morphisms may orrespond to the same presheaf homomorphism: Theorem 2.3.8 gives in detail the
orresponden e between equality of presheaf homomorphisms and equivalen e
between diagram morphisms.
In this se tion we de ne a notion of equivalen e between on guration morphisms in the equiv- ategory of on gurations, Con g(C). The point of de ning
Con g(C) as an equiv- ategory is to distinguish between:
 synta ti ally equal on gurations, with the same names for instan es and
morphisms, although the order of de larations may di er, and
 semanti ally equal on gurations, whi h an be proved to have the same
meaning.
De nition 4.3.1 (Equivalen e)
Let S; S 0 2 ob Con g(C), and f; f 0 2 mor Con g(C) su h that f; f 0 : S !
S 0 . Then f  f 0 if for all instan es M de lared in S , f : M 7! g M01 and
f 0 : M 7! g0 M02 and we an prove, using the relations in S 0 , that g M01 = g0 M02 .
The notion of proof in this de nition orresponds to the onne tion by a
zigzag for the diagram morphisms in De nition 2.3.7.
Example 4.3.2 (from Example 4.2.1) The following morphisms k and l are
equivalent:
implementation k: Diag Twolifts ! Twolifts
L1 7! L1 ;
L2 7! L2 ;
CB 7! i L1 ;
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To he k e1 of Diag Twolifts:

CB 7! i L1
i L1 ;
To he k e2 of Diag Twolifts:
CB 7! i L1
= i L2 by e1 forwards of Twolifts
i L2
endimp
[

[

implementation l: Diag Twolifts ! Twolifts
L1 7! L1 ;
L2 7! L2 ;
CB 7! i L2 ;
To he k e1 of Diag Twolifts:
CB 7! i L2
= i L1 by e1 ba kwards of Twolifts
i L1 ;
To he k e2 of Diag Twolifts:
CB 7! i L2
i L2
endimp
[

[

The morphism k assigns CB 7! i L1 , whereas l assigns CB 7! i L2 . But in

Twolifts the equation i L1 = i L2 gives the equivalen e between k and l.
The reader might like to prove as an exer ise that h ; k = Id Twolifts and
k ; h  Id Diag Twolifts . This shows that the on gurations Diag Twolifts and
Twolifts are equivalent (presenting isomorphi presheaves).

In future work we shall de ne Con g(C) as a hierar hi al stru ture, with
un attened on gurations as obje ts. This will involve the de nition of onguration morphisms that ross the levels of stru turing, both upwards and
downwards.

5. Con lusions
We have started with Oriat's general work on using olimits, but repla ed her
diagrams with presheaf presentations. We have shown these to be mathemati ally
equivalent, but the presheaves have a number of advantages.
 The presheaves allow the extra exibility and onvenien e of using the \nondiagrammati " presentations, whi h are usually simpler than their diagrammati equivalents.
 The presheaf homomorphisms, though equivalent to diagram morphisms, gain
some simpli ity by rearranging the data that de nes them.
 Presheaf presentations orrespond naturally to the idea of spe ifying on gurations as made of omponents with sharing of sub omponents.
We have outlined a on guration language based on presheaf presentations,
but further work is needed to extend it to allow nested on gurations and also
to give it a formal synta ti de nition.
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